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INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL ASPECTS OF DEVELOPMENT PLANS
AND PERFORMANCE, 1960-1970

Hollis B. Chenery and Nicholas 0. Carter

The analytical and philwoophical basis for the aid and development

programs of the past decade was formulated in the early 1960s.- In outline

form it asserts that:

a. external resources can be used by underdeveloped countries

as a basis for a significant acceleration of investment and

growth;

b. the maintenance of higher growth rates requires substantial

changes in the structure of production and trade;

c. external capital can perform - critical role in both

resource mobilization and structural transformation;

d. the need for concessionary aid declines once these

structural changes are well under way although further

capital inflow may be needed.

This rather optimistic diagnosis of the possibilities for achieving self-

sustaining growth and the potential value of well-timed capital transfers

has had widespread effects on the plans of both aid donors and developing

countries.

More recently there has been a variety of criticisms of both the

performance of countries receiving aid and the basic ideas on which aid

prograws have been conceived. It' l asserted that aid is largely offset

by increased consw'ption, that aid donors interfere with national priorities,

and that aid permits countries to defer difficult policy changes that otherwise

would have been taken.-/

N.tet Paper prepared for the AKA Annual Meetings, Toronto, December 27-10,
1972.
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The policif of the aid donors have been mixed. 1hile aid as a

share of GNP has declined continiously in the United States since 1963, this

decline has been somewhat offset by increases in the European contributions.

Official Development Assistance (ODA) from the DAC countries as a group now

approximates .35% of their OGP, and total public and private flows amount

to $18 billion or 0.8% of their GNP, considerably short of the UN targets

of 0.7% and 1.0% respectively. It should be stressed, however, that only

about 50% of these flows can ba affected, in either direction, by official

aid policies. In contrast, t.ie balance, largely private flows, is much more

sensitive to perceptions of recipient performance.

Against this background of qualified support for aid, it is somewhat

surprising to find that the overall performance of the developing countries

for the decade just ended has generally lived up to the expectations of the

early sixties. For the decade as a whole, the net amounts of external capital

supplied were not far short of the more conaervative estimates of the amounts

needed for accelerated growth, ana market access for LDC exports has improved.

Growth rates have accelerated in most countries, and over the decade a number

of aid recipients have gone through the anticipated sequence of increased

investment rates. structural transformation, and declining aid requirements.

On the other hand, a number of countries have also confirmed the auspicions of

the aid skeptics and show little benefit from the assistance received.

In this paper we present a summary evaluation of the interrelations

between internal and ex-vernal policies in the development experience of the

past decade, focusing on the needs of policy makers in both developing and

developed countries. The problem is complicated by the lack of any tested

empirical methodology for determining the sources of growth in developing



countries. The factor productivity approach developed by Denison and others4

to study the performance of the advanced countries focuses entirely on internal

factors and does not accommodate directly trade bottlenecks and other

disequilibrium conditions common to developing countries. At the other

extreme, approaches that center on a comparison of trade pQrfor;nance tend to

exaggerate the importance of aid and exports.

Early attem?ts to treat internal and external factors in a single

quantitative framework were derived from the methodology of development

planning. The statistical series available in the early 1960s permitted only

very crude estimates of the structural relations on whicn they were based.

Ten years later, it is possible to draw on a vastly increased, but still

short of ideal, supply of statistics to reformulate the basic relations

among import requirements, exports and capital inflow on the one hand, and

savings, investment and growth on the other. This reformulation helps in

the interpretation of recent experience.



I. THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

Fromi Plans to Behavioral Models. An assessment of development

performance requires the use of a model which specifies the relationships

between policy instruments and economic results.

The (arly formulations of two-gap models of aid and development

were designed to modify the typical country plan results by specifying

limits to the feasible range of structural change based on analyses of

past behavior. The disequilibrium system described by these models results

from the assumption of separate limits to the feasible values of the principal

policy instruments - taxes and savings rates, investment rates, export growth

and capital inflow.

Subsequent modifications in the framework for the analysis of aid

and development have been of two sorts. The fir3t has been in the direction

of deaigning more satisfactory planning models by specifying more explicit

objective functions and determnning the optimal capital inflow over time

with given constraints on the system. The second has consisted of

reformulating the behavioral relationships and policy limits in the models

on the basis of the increased statistical information now available.

The present paper pursues the second approach. We will first out-

line the principal modifications in the analyais of the aid-development

relationship that are Justified by the econometric studies of recent years.

Since there are serious difficulties in estimating these relations under

disequilibrium conditions, we will use the general results available as a

basis for a less foraal evaluation of the development experience of the past

decade.

Aid-development relations were initially formalized in the two-gap

models of Chenery and Bruno (1962), McKinnon (1964) and Chenery and Strout (1966).



These models are stated in terms of the limits to the extent of governmental

influence on the variables that determine the capital inflow required for a

given growth of GNP: investment, domestic savings, required imports and

exporta.

The Chenery-Strout version of this model is summarized in Table 1.

It was designed to determine the capital inflow needed to sustain a specified

rate of growth of GOP. Since the model describes growth as being either

investment limited, savings limited or import limited, it is necessary to

identify the principal constraint and to specify an adjustment mechanism in

order to estimate the relations statistically.

Subsequent studies permit us to introduce several behavioral

elements into these relations, thus incorporating statistical results common

to a number of countries and presenting the policy choices in less aggregated

form. It allows for:

a. possible limits to the government's ability to channel

external assistance into productive uses;

b. the effects of JLfferences in growth rates on both

savings and capital requirements per unit of output;

c. the interdependence among the four basic functions

in the aid-development relation.

The oavings function of developing countries has received

considerable attention in recent econometric studies.5/ The level of

exports, the inflow of external capital, and (to a lesser extent) the rate

of growth of GNP have all been shown to have a significant effect on the

level of savings in both time series and cross-section analyses.
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The most important of these findings is the negative association

between the level of savings (S) and-the resource inflow (F). As Papanek

has pointed out (1972), this result stems largely from the conventional

definition of savings as investment minus the impor-t surplus. It does not

necessarily imply a change in the marginal propensity to save, defined as

the partial derivative of savings with respect to income. ilowever, it does

imply that - contrary to the national accounting assumption - an increment

in external resources is typically divided between investment and consumption.

These resulta suggest the following extension of the savings

function. First, we assume that

(1) C u co + cly + c 2 F

where cl is the marginal propensity to consume out of GNP and c2 is the

(policy determined) fraction of the resource inflow going to corsumption.

Second, we allow for the well-established effect of the share of

exports in GNP on savings. Combining the (positive) effects of increased

exports and the (negative) effects of ±"-reasee zapital i flow gives the

following ei-ation for potential savings (S):

(2) S-s 0 + 1 Y + i 2 F + s 3 E

This relationship is assumed to hold ex ante/ - i.e., unless other

constraints intervene. Observed savings (S) will be lower when the trade

gap is binding and potential savings cannot be r3alized.

There are two important modifications to be made in the investment

function to reflect its interdependence with other elements of the model.

It has been widely observed that more rapid growth leads to lower capital

requirements per unit of output through economies of scale, fuller utilization

of capacity, and the smaller proportion of gross investment required for
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replacement and social overhead facilities.- Secondly, capital require-

ments are raised when import substitution is pushed too far, distorting the

allocation of capital throughout the economy. These two elements are reflected

in the following function for the ir.nestment required to sustain a-given

increase in GNP:

(3) I blY + b3 j Y

where: b3 is the ma-ginal. capital-output ratio applicable to increases in

GNP and b, is the share of GM? required for replacement and social overhead

investment. In a disaggregated analysis, it is useful to add a third term

to reflect the additional capital cost incurred by excessive import substitu-

tion, which can be diagnosed in country studies.

The import requirements function can be made more accurate by

specifying the import content of each of the major components of GNP. For

our purposes it is most important to distinguish imports of capital goods

from those required to maintain the existing level of output. This leads

to the following import requiremonts function:

(h) M * mlY + mII

A somewhat better formulation can be had by separating imports into current

and capital, thus avoiding multicollinearity between Y and I, but as yet

there are no reliable breakdowns of imports available.

ExPorta have been treated as exogenous in most planning models,

on the grounds that income and price elasticities of demand for most primary

products are low and hence the growth of export earnings is largely determined

by external factors. However, the development of non-primary exports in a

given country depends largely on government investment and trade policies.

mne latter can be more usefully considered am separate policy instruments
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in analyzing development performance. This breakdown leads to the .;'Iowing

formulation of the export function:

(5) Et -m O(l + Ept) + E o(l + (m)

where Fi is primary exports, E# is non-primary exports and the growth rate

of the latter (Em) is taken as a policy variable.

From Target to Availability. In the previous se tion we discussed

the modifications that have been made to the structural equations of the

Chenery-Strout model. These are not new, but rather represent a consensus

of work done since that paper and include most of the modifications thRt have

been seriously put forward. Other changes certainly will be in order but

these will have to await the availability of a sufficiently broad and reliable

body of additional data.

There is, however, one major modification that must be made to the

system before it is suitaDle for our analysis. This change arises not only

from the fact that the original formulation is not really appropriate for

recaritulations of the past, but also hp"'use in recent years there have

been significant changes in the aid-donor-recipient relationship which are

imperfectly represented by the original model. Briefly, the model must be

chanced from a target to an availability analyces.

When the earlier exercise was put together the theme of aid was

targets. Countries were to assess their "best effort" and put the summary

parameters into the model to obtain "aid requirements. n If countrit.. would

do "their part" (effort), aid dot.ors would do theirs (foreign aid) and

targets could be achieved. This philosophy was even embodied in early

UNCTAD exercises where past parameters were usrd with target growth rates

to cbtain aid requirements (thereby implying no effort beyond that of the



past on the part of recipient&). The decade appeared to show that, on the

average, neither side was perceived by the other as doing its "part."

Recipients were seen to be squandering foreign resources while not improving

their internal performance while donors were seen to be falling short of

their targetb, tying their aid, and otherwise raising the cost of their aid.

On top of this came &rguments8/ to the effect that aid was harmful to the

recipic7t. In the current state of affairs the prudent recipient plans in

terms of "what can we do with the likely level of aid, "while the donor6 talk

of what flows they can sustain subject to t'Aeir balance of payments constraint

on one hand and their aid "conscience" on the other.

Such a state of affairs calls for an "availabilityt approach to

development modeling. Here, inetead of growth targets and aid requirements,

we have aid flows Riven and gro-wth rates are the results. Moreover, if we

i;e looking over a past periodt we want to ask first what happened with the

aid flows the country received , then what might have happened if they had

been more efficiently used and finally what would have happened if the flows

had been higher. This cannot be done efficiently with a target model.

The methodology of target analysis was worked out in the Chenery-

Strout paper. Availability is alluded to, but not worked through, and in

fact, is somewhat more complex. Since foreign capital inflows are given, we

start with this variable plus the equation for projection of exports (5).

This determines imports. Income is then determined from the combination of

the structural import equation (4) and the stru^tural investment equation

(3). The latter, however, needs to be modified, and as yet has not proven

to be completely satisfactory. In the target model formulation investment

is a function of the next change in income, a figure that is known because
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we know the entire series of income a priori. This is not the case in the

availability model and thus the formulation must be shifted back to the last

change in income where it takes on an accelerator implication. Specifically:

(3a) I - b1 Y, + b3Yt1

Then income is determined as follows:

(6) Yt - (M. - ml - rnblYti)/(m2 + m3bb)

Specifically, it is the income that -an be sustained given the demand for

.mports generated by income and investment and the supply of foreign exchange

from exports and foreign capital inflow.

The saving side is nowhere near as easily dealt with. In particular,

we cannot take the savinz. an& investment equations and directly campute the

determined income. The resulting figureis the income at which the savings

plus foreign inflows are just equal to the investment requirements; this,

however, is not a constraint.

The problem arises because in the Chenery-Strout model the invest-

ment equation does not represent a constraint, but rather a demand for invest-

ment so as either to avoid a future constraint, and/or to maintain the same

degree of excess caDacity in the system as in the ini'ial year. The real

constraint is capital stock and in order to make this effective in an avail-

ability sense one need:- to know the initial stock, the initial capacity

utilization, and the rate of depreciation - all of which are notoriously

difficult concepts to deal with, particularly in the context of LDCs.

Our approach has been to put together what is possible with the

data at hand and to present the results, but not to rely on them too heavily

at- this point for analytical purposes. For a large number of our countries

we were able to go back to 1950 and derive a series for investment. We



assumed that output in the first year was one-third the value of capital

stock and consequently built up a stock series as follows:

(7) Kt - Kt_v(l - d) + It-1

where d is the rate of depreciation (assumed). Rather than attempt to work

out a rate of depreciation for each country, we tried various rates and

found t"at at 5% per annum the consequent growth of capital stock looked

reasonable.

The next step is to derive the gioss output to capital ratio and

to estimate initial capacity. Thus, we regressed output on capital stock

for each of the countries. We a'.so made estimates of initial capacity -

this was done by adjusting the constant term of the regression upwards so

as to have a line parallel to the estimated one going through the point

of highest output to capital ratio.

Once we have this, we can use the estimated equation to calculate

.capac'ty limited output at any time period. T.his is then compared with the

trade limited figure and the smalle' one becomes the level of determined

output for that year. In the case cf -!a trade incore being smaller, the

economy has excess capacity. If the capacity income is -waller, then the

ra.'lo of imports to income rises - exactly in the manner of the ex post

savings domiaant adjuatment of the Chenery-Strout model.

We move now to cbe sava,&p-investment equations. In the target

model these can be interpreted as constraints without regard to the time

period: in the availability model their importance ia only intertemporal.

What happrnB in year t will affect the level of capacity output in years

t + 1 onward. Accordingly, the investment equation becomes the demand for

gross adultionB to capi+'l stock and is governed by whatever investment
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behavior pertains in the particular economy. Ve have us3d a simple

accelerator, but clearly this may not be ac --e or entirely appropriate -

most other formulationa, however, ;.wait more complete data. The savings

equation is more easily interpreted as the supply of finds for investment,

since I * S + F, then

(8) I'8 e5n + slY + (1 + 82)F + s 3E

If the difference between the supply and demand for investment is greater

than the trade determined capital inflow, then investment must fall short

of the desired level. If on the other nand the difference is less, then

savings fallc below the potential level.
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II. DEVE1P0EMNT PER?ORRALNCE IN THE SIXTIES

Wde now use this analytical framework to ex, .ne the performance

of some developing countries in the past decade, focusing on the relations

between the internal and external constraints to growth. We utilize for

this purpose two sets of estimates: the projections of fea3ible growth

and aid requirements compiled by Chenery and Strout for a sample of

fifty countries for the period 1962-1975, and estimates of the actual

values of the parameters in this model for the period 1960-1970, covering

thirty-seven of the principal countries in this sample. Comparing the

-projections to the actual results provides a basis for interpreting

differences in performance among countries as well as a test of the general

methodology of disequilibrium analysis.

While we cannot estimate the relations in the aid-development

model with any accuracy because of the periodic existence of disequilibrium

in mo.t countries, there are several aspects of the Chenery-Strout analysis

that can be evaluated:

(1) the extent to which growth has been accelerated, and the relative

importance of internal and external factors in this result;

(2) the extent to which each econour has been able to absorb external

resources for productive uses;

(3) the extent to which the inability to adjust the t.rade and savings

limits has produced disequilibrium conditions;

(4) the extent to which tbe a1location of external capital has

dep.arted from the amounts needed to sustain minimum rates of growth and

the differencss in the distribution of benefits that bave resulted.
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Overall Comparisons

The Projeetions. The Chenery-Strout Projections were mad6e to

aetermine the neec3 of developing countries for extarnal capital under

various assVmptions as to external trade and aid policies and internal

resource mobilization. They were based on four analytical elements:

(a) past performance of each country, particularly in She

preceding five-year period (1957-1962);

(b) development programs of all countries for which they were

available;

(c) intercountry econometric studies of the principal parameters

of the system (capital-output ratios, import ratios, savinga

parameters; and

Cd) independent estimates of export prospects for the principal

commodities, which were used to modify individual country

forecasts.

Since the primary objective was to determine aid requirements

as a function of growth and domestic performance, alternative assumptions

wera made for each set of policy variables, reflecting a subjective

judgment as to the likelihood of their achieven nt. We will use the

central set of "plan" targets and "plan" performance as a basis for

the present evaluation, since t. were then considered to be the most

probable outcome.2/

Li thke present analysis, we omit three of the larger countries

in which there were political disturbances that Aigificantly disrupted

development and ten of the fourteen countries with populations below five



million.L--- Concentration on the sample of thirty-seven countries permits

a more valid comparison of performance to plans, and does not significantly

affect the conclusions reached.

GNP Growth Rates. Almost all countries that had not already

achieved growth rates of more than 5% in the fifties planned for accelerated

growth in the sixties. Even after the downward revisions by Chenery and

Strout to make the plan targets more realistic, a significant acceleration

in the rate of growth was projected for 40 of the 50 countries; in 35 of

these cases some acc.leration was achieved. The (un-weibhted) average

for the 37 countries in our sample was raised from historical rates of

(4.4%) in 1957-62 to (5.25%) in 1960-70, about the same as the Chenery-

Strout plan projections.

In 25 of the cases, actual growth was within + 1.2% of the plan

rate, and they are classified as "planned". The other twelve countries

are fairly evenly divided, witn five growing significantly faster than

projected and seven significantly slower.

We focas our attention first on the means by which high rates

of growth have been achieved or maintained. This group includes the

principal developing countries outside of Europe whose past growth has

equalled or exceeded the 6% rate that has been taken as the objective

for all cour.tries in the preser.t decade. We will also be concerned

with the six countries -- India, Ghana, Tunisia, Colombia, Ceylon and

Chile -- in which growth has fallen significantly below realistic

objectives for reasons that are not primarily political.-/
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External Aspects. The projections of GIP growth and required

capital inflow started from an analysis of export growth thaL was then

taken as exogenously given for each country. The export forecast, which

was made on a comm.odity basis for developing countries as a whole, accurately

predicted the slow increase in primary non-fuel exports of about 3%. The

main difference is in the growth of manufactured exports .nd services,

which have grown at 15% corapared to the anticipated rate of 6%. Total

exports for the sample group have therefore grown at 5.9% compared -to the

proJected rate of 5.1%.

The more rapid growth of exports has been offset by a slovwer

growth of external capital. Annual requirements for the 37 countries

were predicted to double with a total net capital inflovw between 1962

and 1970 of $69 billion. The actual inflow was about 40% less. Although

the total flow of imports was approximately what was estinated to be

necessa-y to support realistic plans of these developing countries, the

aid component was financed on considerably harder terms than was anti-

cipated, thus biasing the distribution in favor of countries able to

borrow on such terms. India has been most seriously affected by this

policy; it has received only 55% of the volume of assistance that was

estimated to be necessary to sustain a growth rate of 5.3%.

Since the overall supply of foreign exchange, which constitutes

the principal exogenous element in these protections, has been roughly as

predicted, our analysis can concentrate on the factors affecting its

distribution among countries. The higher growth of mineral and non-

primary exports has been of considerable benefit to six of the countries
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in our sample, shortfalls in primary exports have hampered another six.

The distribution of external capital is a more complex phenomenon that

is examined in detail in Section III. In general, successful develop-

ment has genera'ly led to increased supplies -- usually on harder terms

-- whereas unsuccessful development has usually led to a reduction in the

aid supplied. Therefore, although the total supply of public funds for

external assistance can be taken as given, its distribution depends

both on donor policy (both official and autonorous) and the performance

of the recipients.

Internal Aspects. The savings ard investment performance of

the sample group was somewhat more favorable than the values projected.

The mean value of the incremental capital-output rati (ICOR) was about

3.3 in both cases, but the effect of accelerated growth in lowering this

value in the fast growing countries was underestimated.

Interpretation of the savings results is complicatau' by the

existence of diseouilibrium in the ex ante trade and savings gaps.

The Chenery-Strout projections assumed a median value of the potential

:marginal propensity to save of .24, but the projections resulted in a

median realized propensity to save of .15. The median actual propensity

to save was .21, which is consistent with the somewhat less restrictive

supply of foreign exchange noted above.

When we consider total savings and investment for the 37

country sample, we find both appreciably above the predicted totals.

In the fast growing group the higher than predicted growth rates

have led to substantially larger amounts of savings and investment,

even though marginal savings were not generally higher than predicted.
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In the Group of countries of retarded growth, on the other hand, there

nas teen less of a shortfall in savings and investment thar in growth

of 21P. As shovn below, poor savings performance does not seem to have

been a major factor in the failure to meet plan objectives.

We have also computed an app;oxtrate rate of growth in the

c apital stock of each country assuming a depreciation rate of 5% and an

initial sLock-flow relation to 1950. Although the median growth of the

capital stock (3.05) is sensitive to thesc assttptions, there are a

number of countries (Iran, Korea, Taiwan, Tanzania, >alaysia, Pakistan,

;zenya) Ln w.hich the rate of GNP growith is substzntially higher thar.

the raLe of capital growth. These cases suggest that fuller use is

being mnade of the existing stock of capital to secure an acceleration

of growth over a lixiAed period. it is notable that where growth has

bcen rapid for a longer period -- as in Israel, Taiwan, Mexico, Greece,

and Thailand -- the capital stock has grown at about the same rate as

the GNP.

The Constraints to Growth

The (lenery-Strout projections are derived from a simplified

linear model which exaggerates the likelihood of disequilibrium between

inten?al and external constraints to growth, since normally one or the

otlher constitutes the doninant limit. Although we and others have tested

various methods of deter..dning the relative inportance of these constraints

in actual cases, we have found none that is entirely satisfactory. Desp±te

these difficulties, we cannot fall back on the methodology of general

equilibrium analysis, which assumes that capital and labor are fully

utiliztd and gives no role to external factora. We will, therefore,
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utilize the evidence of several sets of econometric tests in addition tc

the plan comparisons to form an intuitive judgment of the importance of

she several factors involved.

In the cases where a "pure" savings or trade constraint can

be identified, the analysis can be based entirel;7 on the corresponding

sub-model and is relatively straight-forward. In the savings-limited

case -- a surplus labor econonm with adequate foreign exchange supplies

-- variations in the rate of growth are explainable by changes in

savings rates, capital inflow, the productivity of additional investment

and the efficiency of the ase of existing capital. In the pure trade

constrained case, growth is determined by the availability of foreign

exchange, from exports or capital inflow. The latter case does not

usually persist over long periods without corrective meaS!res being

taken, however, so our main difficulty lies in interpreting the

experience of countries that are partially trade constrained.

In this brief survey, we will try to irdicate the relative

importance of these factors in the countries having large deviations

from the original projections: the five cases of accelerated growth --

Taiwan, Korea, Iran, Thailand, Kenya -- and six cases of retarded growtn

-- India, Colombia, Ghana, Tunisia, Ceylon and Chile.

Cases of Accelerated Growth. When there are multiple constraints

on growth and limited opportunities for medium-term substitution, an

accurate assessment of the sources of improved performance can in principle

be determined only from a solution to the planning model with alternative

sets of assumptions. However, when the deviations from the plan assumptions
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are concentrated in two or three parameters, we can give an approximate

evaluati vn of their i:rportance by less formnal methods. we would assess

their relative importance in the five cases of accelerated growth as

follows:

External Internal
Capital Excess

Exports Inflow Savings Capacity

Taiwani 50% -- 50% --

Thailand 50% 50% _ __

Korea 40% 2US 20p 20%

Iran 20% -- 0% 40%

Senya -- 40h -- 60%

The most significant difference is between Taiwan and Thailand

on the one hand -- where rapid growth was established in t.h 1950 -- and

the other three, wliere there was substantial acceleration in the 1960s.

Lalwan had a very large increase in both export growth and savings, per-

:-.iL.ting botl ani acceleration of groith and a reduction in capital inflow,

whereas Thailand required large additions of external capital. In Korea

whe subst2ntial increase in external capital miade possible a fuller

mobilization of the econozy:s resources. lhe existence of excess

capacity is indicated by the substantial fa2l in the capital-output

ratio from its previous levels.

In Korea and Thailand it is impossible to separate the effects

of the added growth of exports from the additional external resources,

since both were substantial. In Kenya, the problem is simplified since

neither savings nor exports were higher than projected; capital inflow

and better internal management were the principal sources of improvemerts

over the plan.-2/
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Cases of Retarded Growth. Analysis of the causes cf the serious

shortfalls from planned performance is complicated by the extensive inter-

action between external ard internal performance. The two-gap model pre-

dict.s that waen t.iere is a shortage of foreign exchange relative to

mini:mum import requirements, there will be a fall in the savings rate and

-- unless increased external capital is forthcoming -- a reduction in

growth and underutilization of capacity. These s:-mptor,.s were present

to a g.ieater or lesser degres in Ceylon, Ghana, India and Colombia.

Internal factois provide the primary explanation of slow

grcwth in lunisia and Chile. In Tunisia, both exports and aid we.-

above plar. levels. Tunisia has deliberately allocated a large shark of

inve::-rtt to less irrwediately productive uses over iiuch of the decade,

w.ich caused a slowdown in growth even though the plan level of invest-

.cr.t was maintained. Chile also showed little evidence of a trade l-r.it,

due to favorable copper prices during most of the period. The capital-

cutput ratio rose as a result of excessive import substitution, while

the savings rate fell below the plan level as a result of failure to

control inflation.

In Ceylon and Ghana, the retardation of growoth can be largely

attributed to market conditions for their major primary exports -- tea

and cccoa, respectivell -- which account for over 5u% of total exports

in eath eoiLntry. In Ghana, the problem was compounded by misallocation

of inrettient and the consequent reduction of the inflow of external

capital. Failure to anticipa'.e and adjust to the slow growth of their

principal export comnodity must be considered the primary cause of

retardation in both countries.
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Irn Inoi.a and, to a lesser e,xtent, Colo:nbia, the redueti:n *n

external assistance played a rajor role in retarding gr3wth. In both

cases the resulting shortage of imports was more serious than thie

shortage of finance for invest,ient. The fcreign trade bottleneck was

made worse in both countries by trade policies that discriminate against

exports of manufacturod.goods, which their degree of industrial develop-

.ent would otherwise have supported.

in retrospect, the plarn -rowTh rates for these six countries

(which are- a close reflection of their own plans) seem entirely reason-

able. Among the several elements causing the shortfalls, a reduction

in the exiected capital inflow was a major element in India and to a

lesser exten, -Ln Colombia, Chile and Ohara. Internally, faillures of

resource mobilization played a smaller role than failures of allocation,

with too much reliai.ce put on import substitution and little attention

to exporL pro.-otion or diversification.
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1I1. DISTBIUTION AN) EFFICIENK:Y IP! AID POLICY

The allocatidn of external rksources is the result of the se.

of policies followed by the recipients as well as the allocation criteria

of the donors. In the aid planning of the sixties, the donors were

pri,narily concerned with (a) the efficiency of use of capital (b) the

risk of loss, and ({) interco-antry equity. In recent years a fourth

criteribn, uhe effect on income distribution within countries, has

been increasingly stressed, although it has not yet had much effect

on the results.

The Chenery-Strout projections proviGe the only known 'plan"

for aid allocation among countries baoed on a co.wistent set of

criteria. These iplicitly assumTed that external resources would not

be provided to support unreasonably high growth rates -- above 7% --

except for Israel, which has s6parate sources of finance. 'They also

revised the estivates in couatry plans to make the internal performance

estimates comparable among ccuntries. Corparing the actual groLwTh

proJections and corresponding aid allocations to the proJections there-

fore reveals something about the working of the mechanism through which

external resources are allocated.

Recipient Policy

The choices facina recipients of extermal capital vary consi-

derably according to their past success in development. Countries that

are seen to be effective users of external resources are favored by

both private suppliers and aid donors. The most successful countries
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have therefore had the choice of (a) accelerating growth further o.: the

basis of additional external capital; (b) reducing their capital inflow,

as envisioned in the prototype of:the two-gap sequence.

The high growth countries have responded differently to these

alternatives: Greece, Korea, Iran, Mexico, Costa Rica, and Thailand

have chosen to increase both GNT grovith and capital inflow, while Taiwan,

Tur'cey and Malaysia have reduced their external capital requiroments

from the plan levels through improved export performannce.

The less successful count-ies have a more limited choice. In

several cases they have tried to increase the inflow of c iital to offset

slow export growth with only lim-ited success. Of the tlm reen countries

in that group only Indonesia, Tunisia, Sudan and Burma received amounts

of external capital as great as -- or even close to -- the projected

decade totals. 'Thile the reduction was usually justified by poor

internal pezTfrnance of the recipient, this was not always the case.

The Distribution of Benefits

'T'he dozen or so agencies that provide the bulk of ofricial

assistance operate cn different sets of criteria and with differing

geographical and political preferences. Although there are some

common elements - such as favoring countries that make effective use

of aid - it is impossibie to construct a general raticrale for donor

policy over the past decade. We can, however, derive some conclusions

as to the distribution of benefits by comparing the overall resulti to

those projected.
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On the benefit side, the decade gro.th of G5; for the rz-ouo

was from aJ53 billion to $251 billion, which was less than 5,, belcw l.he

preciction. On the external cost side, the shortfall in capital inl'lou

(from $b6 projeczed to $4O billion actual) can be allocated in part

(perhaps 300) to the substitution of manufactured and service exports

for aid in countries such as Brazi1, Taiwan, and lur:;ey. A largc part

of '.,e remainder is the res;lt of a shift aiiay fro,n the less successf'ul

coun .ries as meas-red by their growith performance.

The relation af grol.Ith and aid to the initial level .o' per

cap` t.a i;ncone is shown beloi i,n which cotuitries ire grouped by income

level. he principal distributional effect can he trouSh out, more

cle,: '.y by trea.'ing Lndia separately. On this basis, the pro`ecLed and

aztual. dio tritation of groath and aid for the three grouips is as follow.s:
Capital

Total GINP (S) C.NP Growth Inflow
Popu- *1970
lation 1960, (?ro (Act.) Proj. ct. ProL A. L

A. lo coun-
t.ies over
Si90 321 74 135 129 6.1% 5-7% 30 '3

D. 20 coun-
tries under
$1'9 p.c. 606 43 6; 72 4 vSs 5.3% 44 20

L. india 538 35 59 50 5.3% 3.5% 12 6

1,)465 153 263 251 5.6% 5.1% 66 40

The shift in distribution is striking. The first group fell

short of its target Z.-owth by 7T while the capital inflow was only h3X

of thar, planned. Almost the entire shortfall can be identi. led as co.ming

in four larga Latin American countriea - Argentina, Brazil, Chile and
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Colombia - where a substantial ilcrease in manufacturino and serrice

exports over the anticipaLed was experienced. The second group received

30% of the expected inf-lows and exiibited growth rates 1 0" above tne

planned. Clearly, as would be expected, the efficie.cy of trar.sformaLion

of capital inflows into growth in t:rcs group was somewhat lower. India,

in contrast, received only 55p of the estimated need, and this shortfall

was p:obatly the main single factor in her inability to grow mGre rapidly.

In this case there is a clear failure of the system of international

distribution of assistance, which is-heavily biased towqard smaller count.ries.

Aid and india

Ve have pointed out Lhat aid to India during the analysis

period 19b2-,'! was only 55` of that needec. to sistain the proJected

plan rabe of G? -_roaw,h of 5.3% per annwr.. .Specifically the shortfall

was c'n the order of r5 billion. In addition, exports fell slightly short

(about 500 million) of the projected, principally in the disastrous year

of 1965. "'e want to use the model fram'.ework developed above to predict

what might have happened had India received the aid that was planned and

the exports that were arnticipated. In siiplistic terrais the answer is of

course the projected GDP growth rate of 5.3%. However, this is using

the projected paIr'neters of the model. In actual fact the import rate

was more favorable than anticipated, parUicullarly after the 1967 devaluation

and the subsequen': strict import controls. Savings were not as high as

predicted. but this reflects the ex post fall that accompanies a trade gap

dominance. Moreover, it is fairly clear to us that had all the expected

aid been forthcoming, India would probably ha-re run into a capacity

constrain',.
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The model is, of course, very imperfect, and in addition the

results are sensitive to the parameters, particularly in Lhe capital

constraint side. However, we ran simulation experiments on India using

our extended model. Without aid or trade (i.e., the actual rather than

the expected) the economy grew by 3.5% per annum. The addition of the

lost exports adds only about 0.5% per annum, but the further addition of

the lost aid brings the growth rate up to 6.8% per annum. In this

simulation the economy is capacity constrained in the years 1961, 1968

and 1970; the other years being trade constrained. Experiments are under-

way in making similar ex post analyses .f the rest of our country sample,

but none are as apectacular as the !ndian example. These results and a

tightening up of the analytical model will be the subject of a further

paper.

Efficiency of the Aid Process

The negative association between capital inflow and savings

has led eome authors such as Griffin & ' Enos (1970) to question the

efficiency of the aid process. The proper test of the effectiveness of

aid, however, is its effect on gr.7vth or other social objectivea .---her

than on savings as conventionally measured.- / the two-gap model in its

optimizing versioniW/ demonstrates that with a trade constraint it is

optimal policy to increase the capitil inflow even though the affect will

be to raise consumption as well as investment, and the productivity of

external capital in this case is very high.

We have conducted several tests to try to determine whether

most of the negative etfect of capital inflow on savings can be explained

as purely a two-gap phenomenon, as suggested by Landau (1971). There are
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only a few countries--/ in which a trade constraint can be ruled out;

here the negative coefficients can be taken as indications of inefficiency

in transforming the capital inflow into increased investment. In casea

where there is a constraint other than savings, or where the constraints

are mixed over the time period, the negative association can be expected

as a result of ex post sarings falling below ex ante as the system is

constrained elsewhere. The association between aid and savings in these

cases (the vast majority) is not direct and, in fact, were we to reduce F,

savings would rise, but output, investment and consumption would fall.

A18' 'ven in pure savings constrained systems, a significant proportion

of F ..omea in as consumption goods (e.g., food aid) and is not expected

to increase investment, thus the effect on savings is negative to begin

with. In general, however, the countries that have raised their savings

rates aa a result of the aid-supported growth process greatly outweigh

the cases in which an unnecessary diversion to consumption can be

aemonstrated.
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Footnotes

1/ Developret Policy Staff, IBRD. We would like to acknowledge the
help of Mr. Agarwal. Statistical aasistance was provided by F.F. Jen
and R. Bhakta, editorial assistance by H. Elkington and to all we are
indebted.

2/ Representative academic contributiona to this formulation include
Milliken and Rostow (1957, Rodan (1961), Chenery and Bruno (1962),
Little and Clifrord (1966), United Nations (1964). A uaeful summary
is given by Hagen (1968).

1/ A representative set of criticisms are Johnson (1967), Rahman (1968),
Hirschman (1961), Griffin and Enos (1970), and Weisakopf (1972).
Griffin and Ehoa assert that "If anything, aid may have retarded develop-
ment by leading to lower domestic savings, by distorting the composition
of investment and thereby raising the capital-output ratio, by frustrating
the emergence of an indigenuous entrepreneurial class, and by inhibiting
institutional reforms" (p. 326).

hi E.g., Abramovitz (19Q56), Aukrust (1959), Denison (1967), Maddison (1972).

5/ See Landau (1971), Chenery, Elkington and Sims (1970), Griffin and Enos
(1970), Singh (1972), Chenery and Eckstein (1970), Weisskopf (1972), and
Papanek (1972).

6/ Potential savings and required imports are indicated by barred values.

7/ Leibenstein (1966), Vanek (1968), Chenery and
Eckatein (1970).

8/ See Griffin and Enoa (1970) for example.

9/ These estimates were adjusted from the original plans of the countries
according to the authors' judgment to make them more "realistic" - i.e.,
with a probability of achievement of .5. Other projections based on
historical performance and an "upper limit" estimate - defined by a
probability of .2 - were also made, giving a total of 18 projections
for each coantry.

10/ The larger omissions are Algeria, South Vietnam and Rhodesia. The only
other major omisaions from the Chenery-Strout sample were Afghaniatan,
Nepal, Yugoslavia and Zaire. Eleven countries of population between
5 and 10 million were also omitted, for lack of data. Eastern European
countries, M. Korea, N. Vietnam and Cuba were omitted as non-recipiento
of Western aosistance. The small countries retained in the sample were
Israel, Jordan, Jamaica and C osta Rica.

11/ Without undertaking a detailed analysis, we have assumed that the short-
fall in growth in Nigeria, Sudan, Burma and Egypt - an well as in a
number of the countries omitted from the sample - is largely political
in :rigin.
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12/ In ccuntriea where the economy had previously been growing ulowlf, the
ICOR based on this experience overstates the capital requirement. A
fall in the IODR reflects both wse of excess capacity and other aspecta
of internal ranpg.ment.

13/ Papanek has demonstrated that much of the apparent a&sociation is
explainuable on purely statistical grounds.

14/ E.g., Chenery and MacEwan (1966).

15/ Thailand, Vonesuela, Jordan.
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Notes to the Tables

A. Data Sources

The data used in the analysis comes from the IBliD World Data
Bank, and is identical with that used for "A Uniform Analysis of Develop-
ment Patterns" by Chenery and Syrquin (forthcoming), Data in the Bank
are in current prices which are then converted into ratios to G',P. For
the present. study these ratios were transformed into constant 19(4± US$
figures by use of the 1BRD World Atlas series. The resulting accounts
are distorted in the sense that changes in ratios include both structural
changes as well as changes in price relatives. They are, however,
consistent for co-antries and fcr years. Also not included are changes
in the savings series due to gains or losses in terms of 'rade. Work
on such data is underway at the IB;D but was not reac*' in time for the
present ssudy. Thp data used thus represent an intermediate irr~prove-
ment between the ideal system of separate deflators fcr each series
and terms of trade adjustments, and the methodology of previous studies
which nave generally used national accounts in constant prices (often wi-th
a single G.DP deflator) and balance of paynents in current US$.

B. ;earession Results

Presented in the tables (11-17) are the regression results of
`he structural equations discussed in the paper. Covered are each of
the three structural equations (savings, imports, and investment) for
both the period 1960-70 and the full sample period (at most 1950-1970).
Hiesults are presented on a uniform basis for all couLtries (except UAR-
ELypt where the data will not support any analysis) and reported as mLch
without rejection of unsuitable results or searching for better fits.
Our pulrpose is thus infornmative rather than analytical, and we do not,
at this stage af the research, pat much analytical weight on the results.
Moreover, we wi.:hed to keep strictly to a priori functional forms rather
than best fits. For example the ixryort equation behaves better if exports
(or foreign capital)and income are used as the explanatory variables.
This has in fact been used by some authors (e.g. Landau, 1971), but this
mixes up supply and demand whereas we wished to estimate to demand only.
The same can be said for the investment equation where many authors have
included F or M as a right hand variable. To do so, however is to
estimate the savings equation instead (supply for investments whereas we
wished to adhere to demand. Regression results are reported with t-
statistics next to the coefficients.

For all the relationships presented we tried both two-stage
least squares and also instrumental variables. This is the recommended
econometric procedure, but it presents prollems when one is working
with as few observations as we had, and our study was no exception.
Moreover, it is an open question as to whether such methods ara appropriate
when one is estimating a partial mode. as we are in this paper, so that
one does not have a complete idea of the simultaneity involved. Results
were either barely different from the OLS results in the case of the really
good fits, or they were more difficult to reconcile with the given theory
than OLS for the poor fits. We present the 0LS results in this paper but
can supply the simultaneous equations estimates upon request.
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Table 2

Intercountry Estimates of 3avings and Investment Functions

Savings Functions

a. S - a + .181Y - .227F + .176E

b. - a + .047 log Y _ .51 F

c. S * a'+ .14 ln T - .004 ( Jl)2 _.4h3F + .20 E
Y pI p y Y

d. S - a + .13Y .721F + .364E

Capital Requirements

e. It - 2.06(Vt+l - Vt) + .07Vt

Import Function_

f. M a- .0063Y + .458I

Sourc.es:

a. Sample of 17 savings limited countries (Weisekopf, .197?-2).
b. Sample of 18 Latin American countries (Laadau, 1971).
c. Pooled sample of 300 observations on 70 countries CIRR).
d. Pooled sa;ple of 592 observations on 36 countrie (IBRDR, 1972).
e. Median ralues of coefficients in separate equations for 16

Latin American countries (Chenery and Eckstein, 1970).
f. Same-as (d).



Table 3

Summary 'Values of Growth Parameters

Distribution of Parameters, 37 Country Sample

Upper Lower
-Quartile Median Mean Quartile

A. Chenery-Strout 5stinates (1962-1970)
ICOR 3.770 3.270 3.340 2.720
Rate of Growth of GDP (%) 6.000 5.300 5.290 h.750
IIarginal Savings Rate (ex post) .235 200 .140 150
Marginal Savings Rate (ex ante) .235 200 .196 .150
Marginal Import Rate (ex post) .331 .200 .251 .260
Marginal.Import Rate (ex ante) 236 .190 .204 .164
Rate of Growth of Exports (%) 7.120 4.450 5.080 3.160
Rate of Growth of Imports (%) 6.470 4.770 5.270 3.720
Rate of Growth of Population (%) 3.000 2.700 2.600 2.300
Capital Inflow (excluding outflows A 6.44%

B. Actual Values (1960-1970)

Rate of Growth of Investment (%) 10l160 7.900 7.440 3.580
ICOR 3.800 3.000 3.250 2.450
Rate of Growth of GDP (p) 6.450 5alOo 5.360 3.900
Marginal Savings Rate .245 .212 .180 .100
Marginal Import Rate .332 228 .214 .078
Rate of Growth of Exports (%) 8.090 5.37cI 5.1440 2.640
Rate of Growth of Population (%) 3.100 2.900 2.740 2.1450
Rate of Growth of Imports (%) 8.910 6.030 5.820 3.100
Capital Inflow (excluding outflowsAl 5.89%

/1 These rates imply, over the period 1962-70, that the cumulative short-
fall in capital inflow was only 2.2%. In the text ir stated that the
shortfall was 40%. The difference is due to the difference between the
"trend" base period figures for 1962 of the Chenery-Strout exercise and
the actual figures for the years 1960-62. The "trend" was optimistic,
good part of the decade drop in flows had already taken place by 1962,
therefore the "projected" growth rate is an underestimate.



Table it

je-otetdV ir. Actuals Grovtb of- GV?

EZis - rical FLs;n J7 Actual
Rate Rate Rate Actual - Actual

Country (,I s:;7-62) (1962-70) (1960-70) Itistorical Plan

I. Htch Grow:', (Actual greater than 6Q)
A\. Fianaed

1. Ioraec 9.0 9.0 7.9 -1.1 -1.1
2. Geeeic 6.0 6.5 7.3 1.3 O.S
3. Yoxico 5.0 6.0 7.2 2.2 1.2
L. Costa Rica 5.5 6.0 6.5 1.0 0.5
5. .odan 5.6 5.6 6.4 0.8 0.8
6. T::^ 5'3 6.o 6.4 1.1 0.4
7. Malaysia 4.o 5.0 6.2 2.? 1.2
8. Tanzania 4.2 5.0 6.1 1.9 1.1

B. Accelerated (Actual - P2lan-1.5%)

9. Taiwan 6.o 7.0 l0. 0 h.0 3.0
10. ):orea 4.3 ;.) 9.4 5.1 h.l
11. Iran 1.4 5.5 8.3 3.9 2.8
12. Tbailand 5.0 6.0 8.0 1.0 2.0
13. Kenya 1.7 3.5 6,7 5.0 1.2

II. ?;or_"31 C.>osth (ActuPa b.9 to 5.g)
A. Pl-nn<d

lb. Phi ippir.es 5.0 5.5 5.9 0.9 0.L
15. Venezue]t 11.5 6.0 5.8 1.3 -0.2
16. El Salvador 5.0 6.0 5.11 1.4 -.6
17. Brazil 5.5 5.5 5.3 -0.2 -0.2
18. Ecuacdor 4.2 5.0 5.1 0.9 0.1
19. Ouate, ala 4.0 5.0 5.1 1.1 0.1
?0. J&Aai'.a 4.0 11-5 5.1 1.1 O.6
21. Pltn 4.5 5.1 5.1 o.6 -0.2
22. Uganda 1.7 4.0 5.J 3.h 0.9
23. MThinpia h.5 4a.5 5.0 0.5 0.5
24. Co] Obia 5.0 6.1 4.9 -0.1 -1.2

III. Lov Orowth (Lesa than 11.5%)
A. Planned

25. Peru--= 5.5 5.5 4.5 -1.0 -1.0
26. Argentzina 3.1 h.3 41.0 0.9 -0.1
27. CcylOn 4.2 5.0 ;.9 -0.3 -1.1
28. 1':.rocco 2.8 h.0 1.9 1.1 -0.O
29. Cmi-ie 3.5 5.0 3.9 O.4 -1.1
30. Indonosia 1.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 0.0

B. Pr.tarded (Plan _ Actwlt.1.2%)

11. E'vp t 14.5 5.5 L. 2 -0.3 -LI
32. Sudan 5.1 5.5 *.9 -1.2 -1.6
11. India h.3 5.3 1.5 -0.8 -1.6
31. Tuhisia 4.2. 5.0 3.5 -o.6 -1.5
35. I'lipria 4.0 Ih.5 3.0 -1.0 -1.5
35. Bera 3.2 h.0 2.7 -0.5 -1.3

3.* . Crana 1 .5 5.5 2.2 -2.3 -3.2

TOTAl. SAS?LE 5.4 5.4 0.0

r Jxdl.an .0rojecions of Ciorory-Strcut
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TAble e1

Diatribution of External Capital and Growthi

Irs-r - upiu ~~~~~~~~~Growth of 0~OwPC;t-h of OH TOTAL CAPtnAL ni WU
Cou&'ry amp,~~Oil PopulAtion MP? GM 1910 fn?p 1970 per zapite per capita 1962-70 1962-70 R.eti'-

(1960) (190) (16o) (?rojected) (Ac tual) (Projected) (Act tal) (?z,j.cted) ('ctual) Actual/Pr~,J.

A. ON Pox. cm]ita 021%O)~'*19

1. Israel 511 2,910 1,781.5 4,217.5 3,772.11./ 5.5 L1.7 3,656.8 41,487.7 1. 23
2. Venasuela 752 10,399 5,003.0 8,959.6 9,087.0 2.6 2.3 -6,111.11 -3,007.3 -
3. Argmt.na 6Bi 23,212 141,208.6 21,6416.7 19,512.3 2.6 2.5 11,565.3 .1,196.7 ..0.26
14. C-eece 1417 8,892 3,1175.5 6,5241.0 6,286.8ia 5.6 6.6 2,635.0 5,218.1 1.989
S. Jfaica 388 1,888 580.9 90. 866 6 3.2 3.5 1917.? 2211.7 1.141
6.' ChIle 371 9,780 2,8418.41 1,639.7 11,135:21 2.7 1.6 2,8841.1 -112.6 -o.c41
7. lhxico 352 50,670 13,197.7 23.635.0 26,105.5 2.9 3.7 670.1 4123.5 O.tl
S. Ci..t.a ~Rics. 3140 1,727 1116.41 A15.7 778.8 2.1 362 361.5 3113.2 0.95
9. Guatemala 253 5,1 90 967.0 1,575.1 1,5911.5 2.0 2.0 836.1 1811.5 0. 22

10. Nre' 2L 13,586 2,4182.41 1,2110.3 3,975.5 3.2 1.). 1,015.1 -167.0 -0.6
II. Colmbia 221 21,632 3,310.7 5,9935.1 5,056.3.!." 3.2 1.7 11,110.1 1111.0 0. 9
12. TU.lr7yI-- 217 35,230 6,0111.9 10,771.7 10,69i.5 ~ 3.1 3.9 3,517.1 1,q20.3 o.51
I~ 31 Sal~vador 210 3,531 516.6 925.1 8116.11-' 3.3 1,7 185.0 157.3 O.0';,
¶11. malayuia 208 i0,W ~ 1,683,3 2,7141.9 3.273 .%, Id 3.1 .112.1 -920,78/ -
15. Brazil 193 92,7614 IL,091. '11,069.6 2'1,953.9-/ 2.11 2.11 1,936.3 -113.9 00
16. Iran 192 28,662 3,802.11 6,1495.0 7,9.61.71Y 3.0 5.11 -13.5 -3,069.6 -

SUD-TOTAL. 321,021 711,380.11 111,785.11 125,897.2 29,938.7 13,270.3±' o. );

17. IGGTor 182 6,093 790.7 1,288.0 1 205.61/ 2.0 1.7 392.7 165.6 o.L12
18. Morocco 167 15,6195 1,901.7 2,87-.2 2,376.41/ 1.3 1.0 1,1121,9 265.1 0.19
19. Jordan 160 2,317 271,1 167.8 5110.61/ 2.9 2.9 I,0Q,1.2 1 , t76. L 1.03,

,21.-, Tuniaia ' 156 5,075 606.5 9187.9 980 8 2.9 0.5 1,U62.0 1,553.0 1L
22. Philipptms-ae 1149 36,850 3,715.6 6,3116.8 6.297:41

1
2.3 2.9; AA0j.7 773.9 0.7li

23. China (Taiwan) 1417 1i1,035 1,558.5 3,065.8 3,796.11 1.1 7.1 1.I435.1 111.0 0.29
211. Ceylon 131 12,5111 1,309.41 2,132.9 2,086.6 2.2 1.5 510.7 1911.1 0.Th
25. Egyft 129 33,329 3,138.11 5,360.8 41,7110.9 3.0 '.7 3.539.3 1,697.11 3.5
26. Thailand ill 36,218 2,4127.9 41,3418.0 5,116.9 2 9 Li.9 191.6 1,o241.o 5.311
27. Korea 1014 31,793 2,566.8,, 1,181,n 6 126.6i, 2.1 6.8 2,769.41 4,026.0 1.115
28. KerVa 101 1,250 906.6Al 986.- 1,2641.1- 0.5 3.6 110.11 741.6 0.66
t9. lndoneai.a 89 115,567 7,976.12, 10,719.2. 11,261.0 0.7 1.0 2,507.9 3,010.7 1.37
30. Uganda 89 9,8111 566.3- 797.6 901.412!/ 1.5 2.41 362..2 208.7 .53
31. Sufan 88 15,695 997,:W 1,64o0.6 1,357. 14. 2. 1.0 250. 2191.
32. India 8l 538,12? 35,3141.0 59,232.6 118 276.5.. 2.9 1.2 11I 157.2 6,312.5 .55
33. Pakla tr& 71 130,166 7,318.8 12,266.5 11:894114' 2.7 2.41 3,997.8 3,4178.41 .57
311. N1.erA 70 55,070 3,568.1 5,5111.1 11,17.22/ 2.5 0.1 2,210.1 8511.4 .39
35. Tanzania 65 13,270 6241.2 1,016.8 986.86/ 3.0 11.1 1102.11 -50.8 -.13

36 Brmiz. 56 27,5841 1,1i89.22 1 ,760.3 1 ,6? 3.9 I0 ' .6 - 116.2 88.9 -
37. Ethiopia 145 241,625 9811.72. 1,4156.1 1,3o1.21 5. 1 2.8 217.6 208.0 .96

SBID-TQTIL Ctb) 1,1413,529 78,8417.2 128,260.0 118.1121.6 36.25q.9 26,520.92/ .73

TOTrAL (a & b) 1,1161,550 153,227.6 263,0115.1 2111,318.8 66.1911.62/ 39,791.22! .6o

1/ 1969.

~/ 1967.
l/ 19611.
~/ 1966.
I/ 1968.
/ 19641-70 

T / No datA focr 19611.



Table 9: 7RADF - LIMI'l

W<O X,_o w:(+V 3t,Da

_____C_ -oun lry ( _A_C_ _2 b3 b2 b, + c2c 3

./ V Arfentina 1.003 .785 .104 -.155 .251 1.573
RIz'1l 1.018 .81 .009 .062 .008G;)3 r

/ ,!BPurm.a .923 .55S .244 -. 125 .J.J7 .237
Ceylon 1.007 .b2I1 .261 -.079 .279 -. 2U1
Ct:hle 1.o?5 .295 .45S .046 .151 *593

,V C.Tina (Taih-an) 1.155 1.067 -.374 .oljO .360 2.181
Co)omrbia ).019 1.011 .675 -. o996 .192 .8 8
(:o:t3 Rica 1.132 .217 1.293 .h143 .II6 .101j
Ecuedor I.0L8 .L'44 .263 .127 .178 '.108
E] Salvador 1.07v .857 .289 .256 .128 .274
E:thiopia l.o65 -1.017 .]26 . 140 .178 .203

V ^/ Ghlana .958 .603 .208 -.250 -.193 -1.941
Greecc 1.o6' .520 .754 .059 .31, .5
G/ uatcmala 1.092 .523 -. 352 .170 .274 11.5)8

./ India .99f .043 -.108 -011 .006 .313
V/ Indonesia 1.101 -.142 . 449 .127 .129 -. 125

Iran 1.201 .754 .169 .026 .282 -. 555
Israel 1.125 .513 .641 .411 .005 .L24

V Jamaica 1.066 .623 .002 .319 .421 -.815
Jordan 1.075 .957 .184 .151 .167 -.535
Kenya 1.O67 .6h41 .2314 .072 .217 °049
Kor?a 1.179 .679 .775 .084 .2914 535

v Malaaysia 1.057 1.1418 -.204 .106 .168 3.331
Ycxico 1.055 -. 03). .0005 .082 .241 .091
Moroc^c 1.028 .272 .090 .082 .201 -. 284

,/ V Nigeria 1.036 2.007 -. 270 -. 3148 .272 1.222
Pakistan 1.052 .147 .49f .0114 .134 .676
Peru 1.016 .181 .213 .085 -. 053 .61o

J /V Philionines 1.099 1.081 -. 152 -. o68 .265 1.910
Sudan 1.031: .1100 ;.36 .225 -. 019 .22°

/ Te'Tnzania 1.064 .735 -. 290 .087 .307 3.478
Thailand 1.099 .006 .481 .247 .262 .005

J , Thnisia 1.01' .802 -. 189 -. 0l9 .285 1.995
Turkey 1.063 -. 099 -.174 .089 .265 .o09
Uranda 1.060 -. 6774 .142 .388 .226 .1911
Ven: .u1a i..0o6 .5o; .035 .0S .395 -1.704

Equ. tion:': Text equivalents:
Mt. a 3 + b3Yt ' c3 It mi - b3, m3 - c3, bl - (b2 * c2 ), b3 -c2

it a2 4 b2Yt + c2 (Yt - Tt_l)

Stability conditiorns: T4fferential equation:
A. Trade Root Dominant mV *t (w)t * (x) (m)t t h t
B. Non-oscillatory w-O >.-wi -wJ
C. Positive coefficient on trade root x -0



Table 10: Ga2ital Stock to Output Relationship

Ths. Country A B r(j- 67 )1960

21 Argentina -1614 (-1.7) a41 (17.2) .9LO 1.062
2C Brazil -8137 (-7.7) .745 (21.4) .962 1.070
21 Burmsa -959 (4.3) .979 ( 9.5) .825 1.093
21 Ceylon -1780 (-15.4) 1.073 (27.4) .975 1.010
20 Chile -1735 (-9.6) .694 (26.2) .975 1.029
21 China (Taiwan) -300 (-2.6) .643 (19.8) .95h 1.129
20 Colombia -1110 (-8.8) .553 (35.9) .986 1.066
21 Costa Rica -84 (-6.3) .576 (40.8) .989 1.000
20 Ecuador -751 (-15.7) 1.017 (32.5) .983 1.039
12 Et Salv r -1033 (-4.1) 1.242 ( 6.8) .821 le207
7 Eth.opia9- -2372 (-52 ) 1.177 (76.7) .9,99 l,05-
21 Ghana -98 (-1.1) .496 (12.8) .896 1.000
20 Greece -231 (-1.3) .487 (23.2) .968 1.056
21 Guatemala -2291 (-7.5) 1.79 (10.9) .863 1.184
10 India -838 (-.18) .493 ( 8,8) .907 1.069
13 Indonesia-3 6ca4o0 (-5.6 3.008 ( 6.h) .789 1.076
1.1 Iran -8186 -9.6 1.27 (15.9) .966 1.163
20 Israel -187 (-33) .527 (40.6) .989 1.032
17 Jamaica -53 (-1.9) .490 (24.8) .976 1.073
11 Jordan -394 (-5.4) 1.01T (10.9) .930 1 259

6 K~vnya -1446 (-4.3) 1.115 ( 7.4) .932 1.103'
18 Korea -2210 (-5.1) .852 (12.8) .910 1.257
U Mialaysia -1546 (-9.8) 1.123 (25.7) .988 1.116
21 Mexico -8332 (-20) .907 (56.5) .994 1.056
12 Marocco -4934 (-1.2) 1.418 ( 1.7) .231 1.342
17 Nigeria -5312 (. .7) 1.592 ( 4.2) .545 1*000
10 Pakistan -28396( 6.8) 1,745 ( 9.1) .910 1.198
21 Peru -L32 (-3.7) .46 (27.5) .976 1.105
20 Philippines -2355 (-4.4) .822 (11.7) .884 1054

9 Sudan 197 ( .85) .431 ( 4.2) .718 1:. 36~
J Tanzania -2718 (-5.2) 1.894 ( 6.7) .865 1.201

-:9 Thailand -706 (-3.;') .677 (16.7) .942 1.072
11 Tunisia 368 ( 5.4) .312 ( 6.9) .841 1.230
21 Turkey -3797 (-11.5) .832 (31.3) .981 32

Q Uganda -446 (h45) 1.109 11.8 .952 11102
21 Venezuala -2054 (-6.1L) .651 (23.8 .968 1.223

Y A + BK

/1 Starts at 1964.
72 Starts at 1961.
7i Assumes 3f depreciation.



TABLE 11 : SAVINGS REGRESSIONS

1960-1970

Obs. Country O__ constant Y F r2

;1 Argentina -1,096 (-2.8) .277 (11.9) .170 ( 1.1) .9h81
13 Brazil 1,094 ( 1.4) .117 ( 2.6) -.754 (-1.6) .6225
11 Burma 15 ( .12) .100 ( 1.1) .09° ( .21) .1870
11 Ceylon -167 (-1.1) .245 ( 6.6) -.168 (-1.2) .8800
10 Chile -116 ( -.40) .202 ( 2.5) -.581 (-1.1) .9321
11 China (Taiwan) -328(-11.5) .343 (45 ) -.298 (-2.4) .9971
10 Colombia -112 ( -.84) .217 ( 6,6) -.188 (-1.0) .8629
11 Costa Rica -11 ( -.57) .221 ( 4.5) -.559 (-241) .7506
13 Ecuador 70 ( 4-8) .065 ( 4-1) .089 ( .82) .8894
1J El Salvador 13 ( 1-7) .058 ( 1.7) .053 ( .2) .1693
? 2thiopia -60 (-1.8) .177 ( 4.9) -.911 (-1.8) .8779
ll hana 307( 1-9) -.112 ( -.89) -.669 (-2.1) .4151

10 Greece -345 (-4-1) .205 ( 8.2) .159 ( .89) .9592
il Guatemala -167 (-7.1) .246 (14.1) -.105 (-1.2) .9640
10 India 1,817 ( .9) .097 ( 2.4) -.113 ( -.18) .5717
11 Indonesia -1,925 (-2.6) .112 3 3.7) -1.362 (-5.5) .7900
10 Iran -386 (-4.8) .304 (25-1) .012 ( .06) .9899
10 Israel 322 ( 2.6) -. 023 ( -.31) .119 ( .31) .0149
10 Jamaica -63 (-1.4) .300 ( 4.4) -.418 (-1.1) .7750
10 Jordan -51 (-2.3) .140 ( 1.9) -.386 (-2.3) .4313
6 Kenya 14 ( .34) .137 ( 1.4) .o61 ( .13) .7116

11 Korea -677(-11.5) .252 ( 7.5) .267 ( 1.1) .9826
10 Malaysia -45 (-1.3) .194 (11.5) -.620 (-6.7) .9760
31 M4exico -962 (-5-7) .230 (25.1) -.561 (-1.4) .9893
12 Morocco -226 (-2.4) .216 ( 5.4) -. 319 ( -.95) .8071
7 Nigeria -686 (-2.9) .289 ( 5.8) -.721 (-2.2) .9752

10 Pakistan -205 ( -. 57) .125 ( 2.5) .]96 ( .11) .6653
11 Peru 625 (6.4) -.001 (-.04) -.OEO( -.44) .0215
10 Philippines -211 (-1.5) .240 ( 8.1) -. 755 (-3.7) .9050

9 Sudan 78 ( .84) .061 ( .71) -.251 ( -.146) .0769
° Tanzania -50 (-2.2) .216 ( 7.7) -.117 (-1.6) .9122

11 Thailand -142h (-1.8) .338 ( 8.8) -1.171 (-2.9) .9470
11 Tunisia -180 (-4.6) .179 ( 8.6) -.291 (-1.7) .9079
11 Turkey -640 ( -6.7) .233 (19.5) -.627 (-2.2) .9806
9 Uganda -93 (-6.4) .265 (14.0) -1.254 (-8.2) .9711

11 Venezuela -228 ( -. 42) .126 ( 7.2) -. 247 ( -. 61) .9054



TABLE 12 : IMPRT REGRESSIONS

1960-1970

Obs. Country_ Constant Y I r2

11 Argentina 1,433 ( 3.5) -. 155 (-4.o) .785 ( 6.0) .8242
10 Brazil -170 ( -. 55) .062 ( 1.14) .i18 ( .66) .14918
11 Rurma 529 ( 3.8) -.125 (-2.8) .558 ( 1.9) .5018
1l Ceylon 413 ( 6.9) -.079 (-1.1) .424 ( 1.8) .4P21
10 Chile 169 ( 1.7) .046 ( .92) .295 ( .9') .6205
11 China (Taiwan) -123 1 -. 75) .040 ( .2) 1.067 ( 1.7) .5617
10 Colombia 152 1 l.6) -.0996(-1.8) 1.011 ( 4.6) .8891
11 Costa Rica -100 (-4.2) .441 ( 4.2) .217 ( .62) .9570
10 Ecuador 9.554 ( .45) .127 ( 3.1) .244 1.1) .919
10 El Salvador -74 (-5.3) .256 ( 9.9) .857 ( 5.9) .9805
7 Ethiopia -101 (-2.3) .146 ( 3.5) -1.017 (-2.0) .9056

11 Ghana 446 ( 2.0) -.250 (-1.9) .60o ( 1.4) .6647
10 Greece 80 ( .85) .059 ( 1.2) .520 ( 3.8) .9644
1I Guatemala -71 (-1.1) .170 ( 2.0) .521 ( 1.5) .9549
10 India 2,87h ( 2.1) -.011 ( -.42) .041 ( .20) .0247
11 Indonesia -2,526 (-1.6) .427-( 2.0) -.142 ( -.21) .4921
'O0 Iran -1.4 ( -.17) .026 ( .8) .754 ( 6.8) .9941
D 7srael -589 (-3.o) .441 ( 5.7) .511 ( 1.5) .913'

1.3 Jamaica -51 (-1.1) .319 ( '.1) .623 ( 2.5) .9651
lO J.rdan 42 ( 1.2) .151 ( 1.2) .957 ( 3.0) .8659
6 Kenya 117 ( 1.0) .072 ( .97) .641 ( 2.9) .9621
ll Korea -78 ( -.51) .084 (1.1) .67s ( 3.8) .9878
'O) MaKlysia 109 ( 6.0) .106 ( 1.9) 1.148 ( 4.1) .9756
11 Mexico 419 ( 1.4) .082 ( 1.2) o.0l ( -.ll) .9'15
1) Morocco 256 ( 2.3) .082 ( 1.1) .272 ( .90) .6720
7 Nlieeria 1,102 ( 2.1) -.148 (-1.5) 2.007 ( 2.1) .7637

10 Pakistan 278 ( 1.4) .o04 ( .36) .147 ( 2-0) .7285
11 Peru 118 ( 1.1) .085 ( 4.0) .381 ( 3.1) .71467
10 Philippines 101 ( .59) -.068 ( -. 75) 1.081 ( 1.6) .9411
9 Sudan -106 (-1.0) .225 ( 2.1) .400 ( .81) .6511
9 Tfanzania 43 ( 1.5) .087 ( 1.2) .715 ( 2.7) .9609

11 Thailand -151 (-1.9) .247 ( 4.2) .006 ( .03) .9851
10 Tunisia 1i3 ( 4.1) -.039 ( -.64) .802 ( 5.6) .9247
1I Turkey 62 ( .13) .089 ( .52) -.099 (-.14) .4721
9 Uganda -53 ( -. 95) .388 ( 2.4) -. 674 (-1.1) .8787

11 Venezuela 42 ( .24) .089 ( 1.8) .505 ( 4.1) .9795



TABLE 13': INVESTMENT REGRESSIONS

1960-1970

Obs. Coumtry Contant Y Y r

11 Argentina -822 ( -.66) .251 ( 3.3) .10L ( .50) .6679
10 Brazil 1,718 ( 1.6) 008 ( 1.1) .009 ( .52) .3117
11 Burma -49 ( -.26) .147 ( 1.1) .246 1.3) W462
11 Ceylon -219 (-2.7) .279 ( h.3) .261 ( .55) .9011
10 Chile 3.2 ( .002) .151 ( 3.8) .458 ( 1-5) .7116
11 China (Taiwan) -256 (-7.9) .360 (20.9) -.374 (-2.1) .9916
10 Colombia -121 ( -.71) .192 ( I.-) .675 ( 1.h) .8920
11 Costa Rica 21.6 ( 1.3) .116 ( 2.8) 1191 ( -4) .9596
1e Ecuador -44 ( :.91) .178 ( 3.2) .26h ( .73) -914
10 El Salvador -2.6 ( -.05) .128 ( 2.0) .289 ( .70) .4',3
7 O hiopia -66 ( -.93) .178 ( 1.9) .126 ( .16) .909h

11 .lhana h05 ( 3.2) -.193 (-1.8) .208 ( .74) .3187
10 Greece -520 (-2.3) .318 ( 6.7) .754 ( 1.8) .9157
tl Guatemala -167 (-5.4) .274 ( 9.4) -.382 (-1.4) .9h10
10 India 4,266 ( 2A4) .006 ( 1.4) -.108 (-1.1) .2687
11 Indonesia -519 ( -.46) .129 ( .93) .449 ( 1.1) .6139
10 Iran -679 (-3.6) .282 ( 4.6) .169 ( .45) .97h7
10 Israel h28 ( 2.5) .005 ( .71) .641 ( 1.9) .5295
10 Jamaica -146 (-3.0) .421 ( 5.9) .002 ( .06) .8781
10 Jordan -83 (-1.8) .367 ( 3.3) .184 ( .51) .6659
6 Kenya -55 ( -.48) .217 ( 1.9) .234 ( .65) .7812

11 Korea -580 (-4.8) .294 ( 6.1) .775 ( 2.9) .9807
10 Malaysia 11.3 ( .1i) .168 ( 5.6) -.204 ( -.61) .8401
11 Mexico -1,170 (-6.7) .241 (18.7) .0005( .005) .9911
1.-N Morocco -186 (-1.3) .201 ( 3.3) .09 ( .85) .7568

i Nigeria -541 (-8.1) .272 (15.8) -.270 (-4.5) .9882
10 Pakistan -88 ( -.19) .114 ( 2.40) .498 ( 1.1) .6947
11 Peru 752 ( 2.8) -.051 ( -.71) .213 ( .62) .1467
10 Philippines -266 (-1.4) .265 (13.9) -.152 (-1.) .9799

- Sldan 193 ( 2.4) -.019 ( -. 29) .116 ( 1.5) .3347
T Tan?ania -111 (-4.2) .307 ( 8.0) -.290 (-1.7) .9415

lt Thailand -159 (-5.1) .282 (11.4) .482. ( 2.4) .9777
10 Tunisia -l0 ( -.145) .285 ( 2.8) -. 189 ( -. 99) .58l8
11 Turkey -711 (-7-1) .265 (17.6) -.174 (-1.7) .9852
9 Uganda -65 (-4.3) .226 (1o.3) .142 ( 2.0) .9689
11 Venezuela -1,276 (-3.5) .395 ( 7.8) .035 ( .1) .9005



Table 14: SAVINGS REGRESSIONS - FULL SAMPI, 1950-1970

Obs. Count!L Constant Y_ F _

19 Argentina -683.? (-2.69h ) .244 ( 13.6 ) -.2616 (-1.517 ) 9`
19 Brazil 6L.8L ( .21h8 ) .1736 f 8.212) -.6271 (-1.288 ) . 8 2Roj
1° Burma -57.-4 (-5.225 ) .1763 ( 83.1? ) -. 778h (-2.710 ) .9977
19 Ceylon -1.911 ( -.07266) .lh4 ( 7.310) -.8112 (-8.228 ) .8229
19 Chile -75.28 (-1.238 ) .1894 9.312) -.5217 (-2.454 ) .865i
19 China (Taiwan) -190.8 (-4.116 ) .2650 ( 15.25 ) .05464 ( .1797 ) .90'2
19 Colombia -1]2.1 (-1.369 ) .2225 ( 9.167) -.6656 (-2.002 ) .8L3R
19 Costa Rica -8.265 (-3.102 ) .2024 92.20 ) -.1087 (-2.hLl ) .9987
19 Ecuador 23.69 ( 2.526 ) .ll50 ( 9.975) -.3966 (-3.0o5 ) .871T
1l El Salvador 25.20 ( 1.236 ) .0730 ( 2.191) .1427 ( .- hl? ) . 51h3
7 Ethiopia -60 (-1.8 ) .177 ( h.9 ) -.913 (-1.8 ) .877':

19 Ghana -102.7 (-9.114 ) .2610 ( 58.66 ) -1.048 (-6.121 ) l.500
19 Greece -284.9 (-5.741 ) .2202 C 7.875) -.1437 ( -.7160 ) .9h(-
20 Guatemala -1.612 ( -.06694) .09210 ( 3.390) .6659 ( 1.'88 .92?2)1
10 India 1,817 ( .9 ) .097 ( 2.4 ) -.111 ( -.18 ) .5717
12 Indonesia -1,919 (-2.872 ) .1118 ( 1.959) -1.3 6J (-5.918 ) .79b7
10 Iran -185.6 (-4.772 ) .3015 ( 25.29 ) .01187 ( .0565h) *9809
19 Israel I1.89 ( .7b90 ) .1195 C .851) -.2802 ( -.9132 ) .622ti
19 Jamaica -17.88 (-2.10i4 ) .2213 5 13.19 ) -.5221 (-2.026 ) 1. 00
10 Jordan -50.95 (-2.26 ) .1401 ( 1.891) -.1859 (-2.2614 ) .4113h

6 Kenya 34 ( .3s ) .137 ( 1.2 ) .o61 ( .13 ) .73th
17 KorFa -527.1 (-8.288 ) .2370 ( 5.133) .1061 ( .1162 ) .91 j((
14 ;Malaysia -82.70 (-3.630 ) .2097 ( 23.29 ) -.5900 (-7.788 ) .982J
1? Mexico -1,905 (-2-738 ) .3379 ( 9.164) -4.648 (-2-5'3 ) .?9'40
11 Morocco -232.9 (-2.862 ) .2181 C 6.078) -.3139 ( -.9896 ) .822,
19 NiEeria -187.1 ( -.8440 ) .2300 ( 7,526) -. 4670 (-1.021 ) .7070C
10 Pakistan -205 ( -.57 ) .125 C 2.5 ) .196 ( .11 ) .665'
1? Peru 101.9 ( 2.003 ) .1609 ( 8.320) -.2761 (-1.105 ) .E2ia0

Philiopines -222.8 (-3.471 ) .2367 ( 13.87 ) -.5390 (-2.872 ) .,)2L
O Sudan 78 .84 ) .061 ( .71) -.251 (-.1.26 ) .076,
- Tanzania -50 (-2.2 ) .216 ( 7.7 ) -. 337 (-1.6 ) .912
? nThailand -300.4 (43.42 ) .2968 ( 55.81 ) -.7597 (-4.964 ) .91,7

'1 nisia -180 (-4.6 ) .379 ( 8.6 ) -.291 (-1.7 ) .90Y
19 Turkey -299.7 (-2.172 ) .1 8 04 ( 8.291) .05728 ( .1091 ) .8&'

9 Uganda -93 (-6.4 ) .265 ( 14.0 ) -1.254 (-8.2 ) .9731
19 Venezuela 473.1 ( h.841 ) .1747 (o3.6 ) -. 5961 (-i.62h ) 1.000



Table 15: IMPORT REGRESSIONS - FULL SA1PLE 1950-1970

Obs. Country_ Constant - Y __ 

1? Arr'entina 295.7 ( .703) -. 0751 (-1.120) .7h28 ( 2.635) .509;
19 Brazil 592.5 ( 1.901) -.1126 (-2.281) .808R ( 3.245) .419'
19 Burma 117.4 ( 8.951) -.0315 ( -.912) .6176 ( 2.966) .991i
19 Ceylon 131.6 ( 1.73'-) -.2i6h (-1.398) 1.836 ( 1.963) .21162
19 Chile 27.21 ( .172) .0007 ( .014) .7808 ( 2.962) .711L
19 China (Taiwan) 31.22 ( 2.340) -.0597 (-2.931) 1.182 (lh.hO ) .988C
19 Colombia 290.9 ( b.081) -.2513 (-4.811) 1.636 ( 7.772) .870S
1S Costa Rica 62.82 (10.15 ) -.1708 (-1.94^) 1.054 ( 3.471) .978L
1Q Ecuador -8.h52 ( -.981) .0256 ( .89o) 1.116 ( 6.086) .956f7

El Salvador -58.80 (4.271) .2529 ( 8.05) .7'2 ( 1,.790 ) .977
7 Ethiopia -101 (-2.3 ) .T46 ( 3.5 ) -1.017 (-2.o ) .90.e.

19 Ghana 146.8 ( 6.196) -.0713 (-].265) 1.016 1,.778) 1.0100
19 Greece 31.10 ( .566) -.0916 ( 2.2.s4) .11350 ( 3.572) .979'
20 Guatemala -42.59 (-2.217) .1867 ( 6.370) .1b75 ( 1.610) .997(
10 India 2,874 ( 2. ) -.011 ( -.42 ) .043 ( .20 ) .027
12 Indonesia -2,417 (-1.771) .4165 ( 2.201) -.]116 ( .208) .422i
10 Iran -11.11 ( -.168) .0262 ( .798) .7541 ( 6.784) .99,O
19 Israel -185.9 (-2.136) .1740 ( 5.229) .2104 ( .669) .9-');
19 Jamaica 114.0 (12.95 ) -.0763 ( -. 821) 1.148 ( 2.658) 7

?11 Jordan 42.12 (1.162) .1]514 ( 1.193) .957 ( 3.048)
6 Kenya 117 (3-. ) .072 ( .97) .641 (2.9 ) .962,

17 Korea -226.1 (-2.402) .11J82 ( 2.782) .545 ( 3.972) .9R71 
a.a'vasia 261.7 ( 6.1]1) .0881 ( 1.787) 1.371 ( 6.042) .9`7t

'Me):iCo 1070 (12.20 ) .0035 ( .126) .208 8 8.077)
ortococ 2112. ( 2.284) .0780 ( 1.019) .3IJ1 ( 1.183) 72

Nip.eria 967.8 C 2.125) -. 1653 (-3.048) .974 ( 4.641) .(;
-- ?.akistan 278 ( 1.4 ) .021h ( .36 ) .147 ( 2.0 ) .72,
- ?eru 7.026 ( .261) .2o.1 ( 6.144) .514 ( 5-.198) .96 -5

: - ?2-ilionine 165.1 ( 1.205) -. 0336 ( -. 445) .853 ( 3.126) .921'
Sudan -106 (-1.0 ) .225 ( 2.1 ) .100 ( .81 )1

- hanzania 414 (1.5 ) .037 (1.2 ) .735 (2.7 ) .7(0
1? Thailand -338.7 (-1.572) .i493 ( 1.561) -. 041 t -. 056)
11 Tunisia 1i3 (11.3 ) -. 039 ( -. 64 .802 (5.6 ) .92L
19 Turkey L1a5.3 ( 2.749) -. 1361 (-2.557) .960 ( 3.912) .5701
9 Ueanda -53 (-.95) .388 ( 2.4 ) -. 674 (-1.1 ) .37R7

19 Venez1lela 679.1 ( 7.133) -.0462 ( -. 915) .557 199112) qo



Table 16: INVESTMENT REGRESSIONS - FULL SAMPLE 1950-1970

Obs. :cuntry Constant Y a Y _rL

' rsentina -200.3 ( -. 5874) .2077 ( 8.351) .1032 ( 1.12L ) .iv'
1; Brazil 92.28 ( .315) .1685- ( 7.848) .0739 C .1657)
13 Burinia -146.92 (-4.18! ) .1550 (15.62 ) .2500 ( 2.161 )
19 Ceylon -24.62 (-1.06!4 ) .1560 ( 7.911t) .1i.O ( 1.081 ) .8-
19 Chile -41.91 ( -. 6711) .1729 7.41i) .2148 ( 1.2Il )
19 China (T .w-an) -93.11 (-2.724 ) .1900 ( B.3ih) .7W19 ( 2.16 ) .
1? Colombia -142.0 (-1.917 ) .21W4 ( 7.909) .382tj ( 1.160 )
19 Costa Rica -. 7808( -. 2456) .1721 (11.02 ) .67Li6 2. h2')
19 Ecuador -1.1,67 ( -. 1254) .11a92 ( F3.947) -. 0706 ( -. 1837) *36;
11 El Salvador -15.27 ( -. 5105) .1387 ( .229) . 1 d97 ( 1.26? ? .(f.6

7 Ethiopia -66 ( -. 93 ) .178 ( 1.9 ) .126 ( .16 ) .r5J
19 Ghana -9'.21 (-9-207 ) .2416 (20.147 ) .1218 ( 1.983 ) Th:^Y!

19 Greece -365.14 (-5.595 ) .3 155 (13.9; ) .2!1) ( 819) .9,;7
20 Guatemala -137.2 (-10.90 ) .2817 (11.15 3 .0295 ( 1.680 ) .' "5
10 India 4,266 (2.14 ) .oo6 (1. ) -.108 (-1.1 ) .9t ?

12 Indonesia -452.7 ( -. 561.7) .1217 ( 1.21I4)) .14629 ( IASL ) .6P5"
10 Iran -510.8 (-2.295 ) .2418 ( 3.275) .2874 ( .6150) .9;;;
19 Israel 111.6 ( 2.19h ) .1791 ( 6.581) .3821 ( 1.782 ) .8207
19 Jamaica -4.7 39 ( -.9705) .2067 (18.29 ) .1733 ( .7476) 1.0o0)
10 Jordan -57.07 (-1.526 ) .3114 ( 3.351) .1674 ( .4701) .6?7O
6 Kenva -5 ( -5"8 ) .217 ( 1.9 ) .214 ( .65 ) .7)
17 Korea -410.6 (-5.505 ) .2483 ( 6.872) .8635 ( 1.978 ) *Sf3J)
11 :Malaysia -131.8 (-3.377 ) .1983 ( 8.501) .1406 ( .6905) .9 17
19 Mexico -2,729 (-5.;t0 ) .3385 ( 5Jl07) .6127 ( 1.1o1 )
ii Morocco -201.7 (-1.854 ) .2070 ( l.214) .0971 ( 1.tV9 ) .a t?
19 Nizeria -221.7 (-8.705 ) .1887 (22.86 ) .09h2 (-2.c 7 ? ) .97?
JO Pakistan -88 (-.19 ) .13h ( 2.h0 j .498 (1.1 ) .o*
19 Peru 138.6 ( 2.106 ) .1431 ( 5.737) .2775 ( 1.009 ) .719,
19 Philippines -!387.6 (-7.820 ) .2866 (1L.4L ) .1710 ( .9910) .9;61

9 Sudan 193 ( 2.4 ) -.919 ( -. 29 ) .136 ( 1.' ) .'T,7
9 Tanzania -113 (-h.2 ) .w07 ( 8.0 ) -. 290 (-1.7 ) .7i,;

19 Thailand -279.1 (-1y.98 ) .2811 (141.15 ) .11 3'( 1.199 ) .9)72
11 Tunisia -40 ( -. ) .285 ( 2.8 ) -. 189 ( -.99 ) .58W'
19 Tur'sey -258.i (-1.842 j .1970 ( 7.708) .0083 .0482) .82,t6

9 Uganda -65 (_h, ) .226 (10.1 ) .142 ( 2.0 ) .96139
19 Venezuela 214.6 ( 2.562 ) .1699 13.884 ) .2254 ( .6717) 1.000



Table 17: Savings 1960-70

Cbs. Country Constant Y X F r

11 Argentina -1,384 ( 4.5) .248 (12.1) .482 ( 2.7) .230 ( 2.0) .97u!
10 Brazil 1,168 ( 1.3) .094 ( 1.3) .260 ( 05) -. 594 ( -.98) .639s
11 Burma -190 ( 1.2) .199 (1.99) .406 ( 1.8) .350 ( .90) .43L/
11 Ceylon -254 ( -. 79) .248 (6.0) .213 ( .28) -.317 ( -.83) ,8vl
10 Chile -96 ( -.32) .157 (1.4) .274 ( .58) -. 444 ( -.81) .935'
10 Colombia -163 (-2.2) o105 (3.2) -.996 ( 4.1) -.450 (-2,2) o°61

11 Costa Rica -112 (-2.5) .751 (3.3) -1.352 (-2.4) -.811 (-3.4) .8611
10 Ecuador 78 ( 5.0) .097 (3,2) -,2,4 (-102) -.067 ( -.4) .9111
10 ?J Salvador 69 ( 3.7) -. 180 (-2.1) .771. ( 2.9) .085 ( .42) .735g

7 Ethiopia -69 (-3.3) .262 (7.1) -.680 (-2.8) -1.070 (-3J4) ,966&
11 G-hana 97 ( .45) -.005 (-.003) .319 ( 1.3) -. 354 (-1l1) .535.
10 Greece -404 (-3.6) .283 (2.9) -.520 ( -.84) .035 .15) .963'
,1 Guatemala -145 (-2.6) .206 (2.3) .131 . 4'-) -. 254 ( -. 85) .965(
10 India 3,549 t 1.9) .149 (3.6) -1.92 (-2.1) -.329 ( -.65) .753]
11 Indonesia -1,756 (-2.6) .257 (3.0) .389 ( 1.6) -1,435 (-6.2) .845]
10 Iran 238 ( 1.1) -.294 (-1.5) 2.317 ( 3.0) .201 ( 1.3) .996(
10 Israel 26i97 ( .009) 217 (1.2) -. 84h. (-1.5) .516 ( 1.1) .277:
10 Jamaica -6.211 ( -. 11) -.240 (-.64) 1.241 ( 1.5) -. 238 ( -.75) .833'
10 Jordan -52 (-2,2) .209 (1.3) -.381 ( -o49) -,409 (-2.2) .4551

6 &enya -112 ( -. 65) .019 ( .13) .826 ( 1.0) .228 ( .45) .827(
11 Korea -1,014 (-2e9) .394 (2.6) -.661 ( -.96) .375 ( 1.4) .934.
1D :alaysia -140 (-3.1) .072 (1.5) .372 ( 2.6) -. 394 (-3.6) .988'
11 MIexico -440 (-1.2) .292 (7.3) -.920 (-1.6) -.825 (-2.1) .592]
10 M4orocco -208 (-1.5) .228 (2.8) -.091 ( -.18) -.373 ( -. 87) 233
7 .:;iFeria -430 (-1.7) ,179 (2.3) .330 ( 1.6) -.845 (-3.0) .9865

10 Pakistan -565 ( -. 71) .103 (1.5) 1.171 ( .51) .013 ( e02) .679'
11 Peru 568 ( 2.2) -.014 (-.23) .154 ( .25) .005 ( .01) 03a(
10 Philippines -130 ( -.75) .180 (2.3) .250 ( .83) -.612 (-2.3) .9114
9 Sudan 86 ( .83) .082 .73) -,178 ( -.33) -. 156 ( -. 24) .096
9 Tanzania -57 (-3.1) o063 ( .81) .647 ( 2.1) -.013 ( -. 06) .952c

11 Taiwan -315 (-5.8) .332 (8.2) .026 ( .27) -.294 (-2.2) .997i1
11 Thailand -404 (-2.7) .295 (1.5) .190 ( .23) -1.031 (-1.4) .9471
11 Tunisia -165 (-5.0) .169 (1.6) ,W2 ( 2.2) -. 026 ( -.14) tJ45!
11 Turkey -629 (-8.0) .259 (18.6) -.453 (-2.2) -.478 (-1.9) .988&
9 Uganda -91 (-5.9) 298 ( 5.8) -.157 ( -.69) -1.374 (-5.5) .2751
11 Venezuela -713 (-1.8) -. 088 ( -. 66) 1.775 ( 3e2) .344 ( lO) o961(


